FOR indigenous Australians in the Kimberley region, climate change action means more than just curbing emissions.

Cutting carbon pollution is also a way to combat some of the region's severe social issues like high youth suicide rates, low life expectancy and unemployment.

The Kimberley Land Council operates a "world class" savanna burning program, which burns off grasses early in the season to prevent wild fires and limit the release of carbon emissions.

And the council has brought its success story to major United Nations climate talks in Paris, hoping to press the value of indigenous people in climate change.

Chief executive Nolan Hunter was part of a round table discussion hosted by Environment Minister Greg Hunt at the conference on Wednesday.

"You strengthen the wellbeing of a young person by strengthening their cultural connection and having them occupied in jobs... these are the other outcomes," he told AAP.

The Kimberley region doesn't have enough jobs to go around and the area is so vast, local indigenous people can't access the majority of the countryside.

The savanna burning program, under which the council sells off carbon credits to the federal government, helps get around that.

"It provides the opportunity to get out and be on country, continuing their traditions," he said.

Sam Johnson, senior research fellow at the United Nations University, said the program was world class and believes it could be rolled out around the world.

"Every country has an issue with it, every country experiences wild fire," he said.

"It plays a very important role in the carbon cycle."

Mr Nolan is in Paris hoping the world will recognise the value of indigenous cultural knowledge and connection to land in tackling climate change.

"If you think about it, people have been carrying out traditional practice for a very long time," he said.
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Penalty rates ‘up to commission’

Dumped employment minister Eric Abetz hopes the Fair Work Commission will look to end the higher rate for Sunday shifts.

Wariness shows slow poll run-up

The federal government’s wary approach to workplace reform shows how reluctant it is to fight for change.

Bankers question refinery value

Clive Palmer’s claim that his Queensland Nickel refinery has $1.9bn in assets has been rubbished by bankers.

Lawler leave sparks change call

The appointment of Fair Work commissioners may be reformed and fixed 10-year terms introduced.

Mystic courses nab $5m fees

Courses that suggest spirit channelling, clairvoyance and shamanism should be used in mental health practice win $5m.
Shark jumps on surfer’s board

A six foot shark reportedly jumped on a local surfer’s board at Sydney’s Bondi Beach this morning.

Sydney-Hobart start not assured

A huge storm brewing in Bass Strait has prompted a call for the Rolex Sydney-Hobart race start to be delayed.

Milat ‘treated better than me’

Mike Gallacher has told confidants that serial killer Ivan Milat was afforded more justice than he was given by ICAC.

The state of cricket’s governance

Some say it is a disgraceful shambles. Others say it is a shambolic disgrace.

Paris attacker hid, ate chocolate

Ringleader hid under motorway for three days, munching chocolate and preparing explosives for another attack.